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Abstract. Usually the legs of humanoids capable of omnidirectional
walking are not underactuated. In other words each one of the six degrees
of freedom of the torso can be commanded independently from the leg
joint angles. However the NAO humanoid robot has a coupled joint at the
hips, which makes 11 degrees of freedom instead of 12 for the locomotor
apparatus. As a consequence the trunk of the robot has only 5 indepen-
dent degrees of freedom when the positions of both feet are fixed, and
each leg cannot be commanded independently to execute walking steps.
Up to now only bypass solutions have been proposed, where the coupled
joint angles are not calculated exactly. This paper describes an analytical
solution to determine the exact angle to be applied to the coupled joint.
The method uses the positions of both foot ankles in the trunk reference
frame and the angle between footprints as inputs, and calculates the
yaw angle of the trunk. The solution was demonstrated in a dynamics
simulator using the NAO model.

1 Introduction

The NAO humanoid robot [1] is widely used in the robotics community to design
omnidirectional walking gaits [2,3], kicking moves [4], and stabilizers [5,6]. In
the NAO robot the yaw joints at the hips are coupled and 45[deg] inclined with
respect to the vertical [1] (Fig. 1). Therefore the hips of NAO are underactuated,
with five independent degrees of freedom instead of six.

To deal with this underactuation, Graf et al. [3,7] introduced a fictive yaw
joint at the swing foot, and applied a 6-DOF Inverse Geometric Model (IGM)
based on the kinematic chain of this virtual leg, the yaw-pitch joint at the hip
being fixed by the positioning of the support leg. However non-zero angle values
for the fictive yaw joint constitute positioning errors. Nonetheless such errors
have less impact than errors that would result from the addition of a virtual pitch
or a virtual roll joint. Alcaraz-Jiménez [8] defined an iterative process to evaluate
the torso yaw angle by using a proportional law that tends to minimize the yaw
angle error of the swing foot. The torso yaw angle is then used by the inverse
kinematics to update the joint angles. The process is iterated three sampling
times to limit the control delay. Hugel et al. [9] used the torso longitudinal axis
as a symmetry axis. They considered that the yaw angle between this axis and
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the right foot is the same as the yaw angle between this axis and the left foot.
The symmetry property is only valid when both feet are on the ground, and
is limited to the turning steps whose center is located on the torso axis. This
method is still an approximation when the leg is lift off in this kind of turning
steps.

Fig. 1. Coupled hip-yaw rotary joints of the NAO pelvis.

All the methods mentioned above are approximation methods since they do
not calculate the coupled joint angle exactly. This paper proposes an analytical
solution that calculates the yaw angle of the trunk exactly given the positions
of both feet in the Trunk Coordinate Frame (TCF) and the horizontal angle
between the feet. This allows calculating the orientation of each foot within the
TCF before applying the IGM to get all joint angles to command the legs to
achieve the desired motion.

Section 2 presents the modeling convention used for the geometric calcula-
tions. Section 3 describes the leg model similar to the NAO model that is used
throughout the paper. Section 4 details the analytical solution proposed to cal-
culate the coupled joint angle exactly. Simulation results are presented in Sect. 5
followed by the discussion section.

2 Modeling Convention

Khalil and Kleinfinger [10] proposed a modified convention, named DHKK, for
geometric modeling from the Denavit-Hartenberg convention [11].

There are four DHKK parameters required to go from coordinate frame Fi−1

to Fi, one for each transformation. Parameters are denoted by ai, αi, di and θ∗
i .

ai and di are distances, αi and θ∗
i are angles. Figure 2 shows the four parameters

at stage i. They involve the three axes zi−1, zi, and zi+1.

– ai is the algebraic distance Pi−1P
′
i−1 along xi−1.

– αi is the rotation angle about xi−1 between zi−1 and zi.
– di is the algebraic distance P ′

i−1Pi along zi axis.
– θ∗

i is the rotation angle about zi between xi−1 and xi.

where xi−1 is along the segment that is orthogonal to zi−1 and zi axes, from
zi−1 to zi. xi is along the segment that is orthogonal to zi and zi+1 axes, from
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Fig. 2. Definition of DHKK parameters for geometric modeling.

zi to zi+1. Pi is the intersection point of xi with zi. P ′
i is the intersection point

of xi with zi+1. Mi is a point that belongs to zi axis.
The coordinate frame transformation Ti from Fi to Fi−1, with Fi = (Pi,xi,

yi,zi), is written as follows, where R stands for rotation and D for translation:

Ti = Dxi−1
(ai)Rxi−1

(αi)Dzi
(di)Rzi

(θ∗
i ) (1)

Ti =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

cos θ∗
i − sin θ∗

i 0 ai

cos αi sin θ∗
i cos αi cos θ∗

i − sin αi −di sin αi

sinαi sin θ∗
i sin αi cos θ∗

i cos αi di cos αi

0 0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (2)

In the following sections we will use the reduced notation: Tx =
(

Rx Dx

0 1

)
, where

Rx represents the rotation matrix, and Dx the translation matrix to be applied.

3 Model of Legs

Figure 3 shows the skeleton of the humanoid trunk and legs in the reference posi-
tion where legs are stretched vertically. The first joints at the hips are coupled,
and their axes are inclined. The right-hand side of the figure shows the values
of lengths and offsets related to two versions of NAO legs, of the 3D Soccer
Simulation League (3D-SSL) and of the Standard Platform League (SPL). The
inputs, namely points Mi and axes zi in the reference position of Fig. 3, that are
needed to calculate the DHKK parameters automatically [12,13] are also given.
Table 1 presents the different values of the DHKK parameters that are related
to the NAO leg (ξ = 1 for the right leg, and ξ = −1 for the left leg).

The geometric model for the NAO humanoid leg can be written as:

T0 = TsT1T2T3T4T5T6Te (3)

where

– Ts involves the first three z axes,
– Te involves the last three z axes,
– Ti involves joint rotation of angle θ∗

i , and axes zi−1, zi, and zi+1,
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Fig. 3. Humanoid skeleton with notations. Frontal view on the left-hand side and
sagittal view on the right-hand side.

Table 1. Leg’s DHKK parameters. (a) r = (Ho
x − Ko

x)/Lf .
(b) δ = tan−1(r).

i ai[m] αi[rad] di[m] θ∗
i [rad] Joint

s 0 0 −(Ho
z − Ho

y ) π dummy

1 Ho
x π/4(2 − ξ) −ξ.

√
2.Ho

y θ1 − π/2 hip yaw-pitch

2 0 π/2 0 θ2+ = θ2 + ξ.3π/4 hip roll

3 0 π/2 0 θ3 + π − δ (b) hip pitch

4 Lf

√
1 + r2 (a) 0 0 θ4 + δ knee pitch

5 Lt 0 0 θ5 ankle pitch

6 0 π/2 0 θ6 − π/2 ankle roll

e 0 π/2 −Fh
z π/2 dummy

– T0 is the homogeneous matrix given by the user, that represents the wanted
orientation R0 of the foot’s sole in the TCF, and the position D0 of the
projection of the ankle on the sole, named Ah, in the TCF. R0 is the matrix
whose columns contain the coordinates of the Sole Coordinate Frame (SCF)
axes expressed in the TCF. R0 can be interpreted as the transformation matrix
to pass from the SCF into the TCF.
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Fig. 4. Footprints in top view
with right and left yaw angles
ϕR and ϕL, and step angle ϕs.

Fig. 5. Scheme of the analytical solution. IGM
stands for Inverse Geometric Model.

4 Analytical Solution

4.1 Objective

We assume that feet always remain parallel to the horizontal ground. This means
that there is a rotation about the vertical of a footprint with respect to the other.
The angle of this rotation is noted ϕs. The objective is to calculate the yaw angle
ϕR between the robot’s trunk longitudinal axis iT and the right foot axis. The
yaw angle with the left foot is ϕL = ϕR + ϕs (Fig. 4).

The inputs for the analytical solution are the following:

– the 3D position of the right foot ankle projection within the TCF, DR
0 ,

– the 3D position of the left foot ankle projection within the TCF, DL
0 ,

– the angle between the right foot and the left foot, ϕs.

Figure 5 shows the scheme of the analytical solution that allows calculating all
joint angles exactly taking into account the coupling between yaw-pitch joints
at the hips. The next section details the calc. box of the scheme.

4.2 Analytical Expression of Tangent of Hip Yaw-pitch
Joint Angle, θ1

Equation 3 leads to1:

R123(D4 + R4D5) = D′ (4)
R123R456 = R′ (5)

with

R′ = RT
s R0R

T
e (6)

D′ = −D1 + RT
s (D0 − Ds − R0R

T
e De) (7)

Squaring the first equation gives (D4 + R4D5)2 = D′2 that allows to solve for
the knee angle θ4.
1 Rxy = RxRy.
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By replacing R123 from Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), we get the following system:

R6u = RT
5 v (8)

R123 = R′′ (9)

with

u = R′T D′

v = D5 + RT
4 D4

R′′ = R′RT
6 RT

5 RT
4

u can also be expressed as:

u = −De + ReR
T
0 Rs

[−D1 + RT
s (D0 − Ds)

]
(10)

By taking the last column of both matrices in Eq. (9), it comes2:

R123.C3 = R′RT
6 [0, 0, 1]T⎡

⎢⎣
s1s2+√

2
2 (−ξc1s2+ + c2+)√
2
2 (−c1s2+ − ξc2+)

⎤
⎥⎦ = R′

⎡
⎣

−c6
s6
0

⎤
⎦

θ2 varies inside [−π/2, ε] for the right leg and inside [−ε, π/2] for the left leg,
where ε represents a positive value that is less than π/4. Hence θ2+ (see Table 1)
varies inside [π

4 , ε+ 3π
4 ] for the right leg and inside [−ε− 3π

4 ,−π
4 ] for the left leg.

Therefore s2+ is never equal to zero and we get3:

t1 = tan θ1 = − 1√
2

−R′
11c6 + R′

12s6
−(ξR′

21 + R′
31)c6 + (ξR′

22 + R′
32)s6

To determine θ6 we use the last line of matrix Eq. (8):

− c6ux + s6uy = 0 (11)

which gives c6 = ±uy/(u2
x + u2

y) and s6 = ±ux/(u2
x + u2

y). Therefore:

t1 =
1√
2

R′
11uy − R′

12ux

−(ξR′
21 + R′

31)uy + (ξR′
22 + R′

32)ux
(12)

with:

u = −De + R′T D0 (13)
D0 = −D1 + RT

s (D0 − Ds) (14)
ux = R′

11xD0
+ R′

21yD0
+ R′

31zD0
(15)

uy = −Fh
z + R′

12xD0
+ R′

22yD0
+ R′

32zD0
(16)

2 sx and cx stand respectively for sin θx and cos θx.
3 Rn1n2 stands for the element at row n1 and column n2 of matrix R.
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Then,

t1 =
(−Fh

z R′
11 + yD0

d1 + zD0
d3)/

√
2

(ξR′
21 + R′

31)Fh
z + (ξd1 + d3)xD0

+ d2(yD0
− ξzD0

)
(17)

with:

d1 = R′
11R

′
22 − R′

12R
′
21, d2 = R′

21R
′
32 − R′

22R
′
31, d3 = R′

11R
′
32 − R′

12R
′
31

4.3 Determination of the Body Yaw Angle

Because of the coupling of both yaw-pitch joints at the hips, the following con-
straint of equality of right and left joint angles must be satisfied:

tan θR
1 = tan θL

1 (18)

Given that the foot soles remain horizontal and that the trunk can be pitched
forward or backward by an angle η in the sagittal plane during the walk, R0 can
be written as:

R0 =

⎡
⎣

cη 0 −sη
0 1 0
sη 0 cη

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣

c −s 0
s c 0
0 0 1

⎤
⎦ (19)

which is the matrix product of the rotation matrix of angle (-η) about the y-
axis and the rotation matrix of the walking step, with c = cos ϕ and s = sinϕ.
ϕ = ϕR for the right leg, and ϕ = ϕL for the left leg.

Therefore R′ becomes:

R′ =

⎡
⎣

−scη −sη −ccη
c 0 −s

ssη −cη csη

⎤
⎦ (20)

d1 = csη, d2 = −ccη, d3 = s

and Eqs. (17) and (18) become:

t1 =
1√
2

p1 tan ϕ + p2
p3 tan ϕ + p4

(21)

pR
1 tan ϕR + pR

2

pR
3 tan ϕR + pR

4

=
pL
1 tan ϕL + pL

2

pL
3 tan ϕL + pL

4

(22)

Replacing ϕL by ϕR + ϕs, and noting t = tan ϕR, ts = tan ϕs leads to the 2nd
order equation:

t2 + B.t + C = 0 (23)

with

B = (pR
1 σ1 + pR

2 σ2 − pR
3 σ3 − pR

4 σ4)/A = B′/A
C = (pR

2 σ1 − pR
4 σ3)/A = C ′/A
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A = pR
1 σ2 − pR

3 σ4

pR,L
1 = Fh

z cη + z
DR,L

O

, pR,L
2 = y

DR,L
O

sη

pR,L
3 = Fh

z sη + x
DR,L

O

, pR,L
4 = ξ(Fh

z + cηz
DR,L

O

+ sηx
DR,L

O

) − cηy
DR,L

O

σ1 = pL
3 ts + pL

4 , σ2 = pL
3 − pL

4 ts, σ3 = pL
1 ts + pL

2 , σ4 = pL
1 − pL

2 ts

The solution for ϕR is the one with the lowest magnitude:

⇒ t =
1
2
(−B + sign(B).

√
B2 − 4C)

Then
ϕR = tan−1(t) (24)

The other one is the solution where the feet are pointing inwards with an approx-
imately 90[deg] angle with respect to the first solution. If (A,B′) = (0, 0) there
is no solution. If B′ = 0, t = −√−C. If A = 0 then t = −C ′/B′.

5 Simulation Results

The analytical solution was embedded in the locomotion code of NAO to be used
in the 3D-SSL software (SimSpark application for the RoboCup 3D-SSL [14,15],
namely rcssserver3d, based on the Open Dynamics Engine (ODE)). This code
enables to calculate the joint command angles in real time to be sent to the server
to make the NAO client walk on the simulator. Walking patterns were designed
using the model of the 3D linear inverted pendulum and the Zero Moment Point
technique [9].

The analytical solution was tested for three walking patterns. The first one is
a forward walk of 0.1[m], the second one a sideways walk of 0.1[m], and the third
one a turn-in-place of 60[deg]. In the forward walk the left leg makes a 0.05[m]
step forward, then the right leg executes a 0.1[m] step forward, and finally the
left leg makes a 0.05[m] step to come parallel with the right leg. In the sideways
walk, the left leg executes a left sidestep of 0.05[m], then the right leg makes
a left sidestep to comes parallel with the left leg. This sequence is reproduced
once again to cover a total distance of 0.1[m]. In the turn-in-place walk the left
leg executes a 30[deg] left turn, then the right leg makes also a 30[deg] left turn
to get parallel with left leg. The sequence is reproduced once again to cover a
total angle of 60[deg]. The center of rotation is located at 0.01[m] behind the
middle of the ankles to give more space for the heels and prevent them from
colliding into each other during the rotation motion of the leading leg. Each step
lasts 0.24[s]. Before executing the first step of every waking pattern, the robot
sways its hips outward, then inward to initiate the step. After the last step, there
is also an outward-inward hip sway to stop the lateral oscillation of the torso.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 display the variations over time of the yaw angle ϕR and of
the coupled-yaw-joint angle θ1 for the three walking patterns respectively, with
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Fig. 6. Variations of the right yaw angle ϕR and the coupled-yaw joint angle θ1 along
a 0.1[m] forward walk. Angles values are given for the straight torso (η = 0[deg]), and
for a forward inclination of 20[deg] of the torso in the sagittal plane (η = 20[deg]).
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Fig. 7. Variations of the right yaw angle ϕR and the coupled-yaw joint angle θ1 along
a sideways walk 0.1[m]. Angles values are given for the straight torso (η = 0[deg]), and
for a forward inclination of 20[deg] of the torso in the sagittal plane (η = 20[deg]).

the torso in straight position (η = 0[deg]) and with the torso inclined forward
(η = 20[deg]). The bottom part of each of the figures gives the variation over time
of the horizontal coordinates of the center of mass (xG along the longitudinal
axis, yG along the lateral axis), and the variation with time of both foot heights.
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Fig. 8. Variations of the right yaw angle ϕR and the coupled-yaw joint angle θ1 along a
left turn-in-place of 60[deg]. Angles values are given for the straight torso (η = 0[deg]),
and for a forward inclination of 20[deg] of the torso in the sagittal plane (η = 20[deg]).

In the case where the torso remains straight (η = 0[deg]), forward and side-
ways walking do not require the yaw coupled joint θ1 to participate in the leg
motion. Actually this joint angle remains equal to zero. On the contrary the
turn-in-place walk requires the use of the yaw coupled joint to design the turn-
ing trajectories of the legs.

During forward and sideways walking steps, the inclination of the torso
requires the actuation of the yaw coupled-joint angle to maintain feet paral-
lel. This leads to an oscillation of the torso about the yaw axis, of approx. 4[deg]
of peak to peak amplitude for a 20[deg] inclination (see ϕR, angle between torso
longitudinal axis and right leg longitudinal axis). In the forward walk the oscil-
lation of the torso is symmetrical with respect to the longitudinal axis, whereas
in the left sidestep the torso oscillates more right than left, and vice-versa. Dur-
ing the turn-in-place walk, the forward inclination of the torso leads to similar
variations of the yaw coupled-joint angle, with some light fluctuations compared
with the turn-in-place with straight torso. The torso longitudinal axis does not
remain rigorously along the bisector of the angle between both feet, i.e. ϕL is
not equal to ϕR except at the foot impacts.

6 Discussion

The analytical solving allows designing double support phases during the walk.
For a fixed configuration of footprints the desired inputs to the inverse kinematics
can be the center of mass of the robot and the torso bending angle in the sagittal
plane, the roll angle being kept to 0[deg]. Due to the underactuation at the hips
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the yaw angle is constrained and can be calculated in real time to command
the coupled joint angle. Compared with other approximate solutions [7–9], this
analytical solving enables to calculate joint angles exactly and to prevent feet
from sliding on the ground. In addition this contributes to reduce the stress on
the joints.

The calculation presented here assumes that the feet soles are horizontal and
that the torso remains vertical or is bent in the sagittal plane. This calculation
could be especially useful for walking algorithms that embed closed loop control
of torso inclination like the technique adopted by Gouaillier et al. [16] or the
one used by Glaser et al. [17] for the NAO robot. However, if we take the same
foot trajectory shape for the inclined torso as for the straight torso to design
longitudinal and lateral walking patterns where feet remain parallel, the coupled
yaw-pitch joint must also be controlled, this is because the roll axis at the hip
is no more horizontal and therefore cannot move the foot in the frontal plane
without actuating the coupled joint. This results in a yaw motion of the torso
about the vertical, in the direction of the support leg when the other leg is lift
off, and in the other direction when the other leg goes down for landing.

In the case of instantaneous double support phases, the swing trajectory of
the leg can be tuned to ensure fixed torso heading by transferring the slight
rotation of the torso to the swinging leg.

7 Conclusion

This paper has presented an analytical solution for the yaw coupled joint at
the hips of the NAO humanoid robot. The calculation of the yaw angle can be
made in real time, allowing the control of the coupled joint to enable the exact
tracking of the foot Cartesian trajectories. From an inverse kinematics point of
view the definition of the robot’s center of mass position and the bending angle
in the sagittal plane of the torso can be used as inputs to design walking moves.
The study was conducted for torso bending in the sagittal plane but it can be
extended to whatever bending including lateral bending. The solution proposed
is especially useful for the command of the joints in the case of turning steps,
or in all cases of walking patterns when the torso is inclined. In the case of
instantaneous double support, it can be useful to design swing leg trajectories
carefully in the trunk reference frame to avoid rotation of the torso about the
vertical.
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